Stay on track and on top of every order.

ORDER TRACKING MANAGER
KEEP ORDERS ON TRACK WITH ORDER TRACKING MANAGER

Delayed or misplaced orders can harm your bottom line, timely discharges and quality of care. Sorting through stacks of paper records, running complicated database queries, and scrolling through screens slows everything down, taking precious time and attention away from patient care.

Cut through the clutter and work smarter together with Order Tracking Manager (OTM).

EXPERIENCE THE OTM DIFFERENCE

OTM a web-based, VistA-Integrated solution that leverages real-time data to provide clear oversight and task management for staff and administrators. Since there is not one set location for this information there are delays in the care of the patient which can lead to more work for both administrative and medical staff. With OTM you will know exactly what’s happening with orders and where they stand in the health care process, optimizing workflow efficiency and saving time that can be diverted towards patient care.

LEVERAGE REAL-TIME DATA

OTM is designed to meet the unique demands of different health care workflows. A customizable Today Screen shows a filtered Worklist of pending Orders. A Metrics Dashboard gives you up-to-the-minute numbers. All relevant data from the Worklist is presented in one easy-to-navigate screen, enabling users to drill down for an even closer look.

KEEP THINGS MOVING

Administrators can assign tasks to user roles, specific users, or clinic locations. OTM tracks the progress of every task from start to finish. For recurring tasks, OTM automatically reschedules by frequency, making things easier, and keeping everything and everyone on track.
Pharmacy Module
FEATURES AT A GLANCE

+ One-click filtering options
+ Highly visible STAT orders for immediate action
+ Fast access to detailed, updated patient information
+ The worklist is filtered into specific buckets of information for easy views of information. Information can be filtered for Inpatient and Outpatient.
  - Age of Consults
  - Age of Orders
  - By Order Type
  - Complex Order
  - Display Group
  - Locations
  - Non-Formulary Drug orders
  - Patient Care Team
  - Urgency
+ Instant assessment of assignments and workloads.
+ Clear oversight of scheduled appointments and discharges.
+ A helpful Encounters Action Required tab
+ Outpatient expiring prescription notifications.
+ Customizable worklist
+ Administrative Reports
+ Metric screen shows real-time Pharmacy Data.

Lab Module
FEATURES AT A GLANCE

+ The type of patient health information returned to the Today Worklist can be selected, customized and searched by Provider, Date, Lab Test or Patient.
+ Ability to easily see all Orders that have Resulted.
+ Highly visible STAT orders for immediate action
+ The worklist is filtered into specific buckets of information for easy views of information.
  - Age of Order
  - Collection Type
  - Locations
  - Resulted
  - Status
  - Stat Orders
  - Urgency
+ One-click filtering options
+ Fast access to detailed, updated patient information.
+ Customizable worklist
+ Administrative Reports
+ Metric screen shows real-time Lab Data.
Soon OTM customers will receive the same optimal workflow efficiency and oversight for Oncology. With features specific to the unique demands of Oncology health care workflows, OTM will provide the same up to the minute real-time data, individualized customization, alerts and task management functions, at no additional cost. Implementing a real-time up to the minute Oncology tracking dashboard tool would improve care and help eliminate the very obstacles that slow down patient care.

### Radiology Module

**FEATURES AT A GLANCE**

+ Radiology worklist shows all Radiology results with a status of Verified and Released/Not Verified. It can also return all statuses.
+ Application reaches into VistA file 78.3 and pulls any interpretation code. The work list will show the diagnosis code as well as the text that is associated with each code.
+ Users can select specific codes to be filtered into these two categories. For the codes that require an Alert/Note we can show the users exactly how many results have these codes and automatically send an Action Required View alert to the ordering provider(s). The codes requiring Notification will have the same functionality however the alert that is sent will be a non-action required view alert. Mammography code tracking so that any codes, normal or abnormal, can be accomplished easily.
+ The worklist is filtered into specific buckets of information for easy views of information.
  - Total Number of Results
  - Requiring Action
  - Requiring Notification
  - Modality
  - Ordering Service
  - Status
+ One-click filtering options
  - Total Number of Results
  - Requiring Action
  - Requiring Notification
+ Fast access to detailed, updated patient information
+ Customizable worklist
+ Administrative Reports
+ Metric screen shows real-time Data

### Oncology Modules

**COMING SOON**

About DSS, Inc.

With over 25 years experience, DSS knows what works. We are a health information software development and systems integration company, providing services and solutions used daily by thousands of clinicians and administrative staff nationwide, to reduce costs, streamline workflows and improve patient care.

Learn more at [dssinc.com](http://dssinc.com).

For More Information

Contact DSS at 561-284-7000 or email sales@dssinc.com to arrange for a custom demonstration at your convenience.